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1. INTRoDuC~~N 
Let K = {x, ,..., x,] be a partition of [0, 11, 0 = x,, < x1 < **a < X, = 1. 
The class of all periodic quadratic splines with respect to this partition, 
S,(K), is defined to be the set of all s E P[O, l] such that S(X) restricted to 
[xVV1 , x,] is a real algebraic polynomial of degree 2 and ~(j)(xJ = so)(x,), 
j = 0, 1. It is well known that each s E S,(K) is uniquely determined by its 
values at x1 ,..., X, if and only if n is odd [2]. Thus, we shall assume that n 
is odd henceforth. Define h, = x, - x,-, ; h,+, = h, , v = l,..., n, 
H = diag(h, ,..., h,J a y1 x n matrix and r(H) a mapping from C[O, l] 
with the uniform norm, 11 h 11 = max{l h(t)\: 0 < t < I}, to S,(K) by 
where +(x) is the unique spline in S,(K) satisfying So = f(xJ, i = l,..., n. 
I’(H) is a projection operator onto 5’,(K). Norming S,(K) with the uniform 
norm, then we may define 
II Wfl = ,,;;JJ~ II~VOfll. 
The result that we wish to prove is: 
THEOREM 1. Let n 3 3 be an odd integer. Then 
inf II WOII = II WQll = (n + 1)/L K6X 
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where I? = diag(l/n, l/n,..., l/n) is the matrix corresponding to the partition 
I? of equally spaced knots, X denotes the set of all partitions of [0, l] into n 
distinct subintervals. In addition, 11 r(H)11 is the only global minimum for this 
problem. 
That is, the periodic quadratic spline interpolant (projector operator) of 
minimal norm corresponds uniquely to the case of equally spaced knots 
for IZ odd. For a survey of results concerning projections of minimal norm 
see [l]. 
2. NOTATION AND PROOF 
The method of establishing this result will be to rephrase this problem in 
a vector-valued polynomial setting as done recently in [3]. The advantage 
of this approach is that it allows us to treat this problem in a purely algebraic 
manner. Specifically, let 17, denote the collection of all real-valued poly- 
nomials of degree 2 or less and let II,” denote the class of all n-dimensional 
vector-valued polynomials of degree <2, i.e., q E II,” if and only if q(t) = 
(ql(t),..., qn(t))T with qi(t) EI& for i = l,..., n. Norm lIzn with the norm 
II 9 IIn = maxlsisn II 4i 1: = ma~I~i~n(ma~,,~t~l I qi(t)l). Define the n x n 
matrices A and T by A = diag(ol, ..., a,) where 01, = h,+Jh, for all v and 
0 . . . . 1 
T= 
1:. . 
. . 
i 1 
m a__ 1
. . . 
10 i ‘3 
.., 
Note that T*T = I, T” = Z, A = T*HTH-1 where the asterisk denotes the 
Hermitian conjugate. 
For each s E S,(K) set s(x) = sy(x) for x E [x,-~ , x,], v = l,..., IZ. Define 
a mapping T of S,(K) into lIzn by Ts = q = (ql ,..., q,JT where q”(t) = 
&(X,-l + f(X” - X,-l)), v = I,..., n, t E [0, 11. Let S,(K) denote the image of 
S,(K) under T. It is easily seen that q E S,(K) if and only if q(j)(O) = TAjq(j)(l), 
j = 0, 1 where q?‘(t) = (q;‘(t),..., q!‘(t))* and T is an isomorphic isometry 
between S,(K) and S,(K). Let q1 ,..., qla be a set of n functions in I&* where 
qi = (qli ,..., q&, i = l,..., n. Define the n x 12 matrix W(t, A) with respect 
to this set by 
Wt, 4 = (a(t),..., cm(t)> 
q,,(t) *** 41?%(t) 
= . 
i * 
. . 
qn;w * 1 ‘** 4nnw 
If b-l1 ,a**, qn} is a basis for S,(K) then we shall call W(t, A) a basis matrix. 
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Note that {ql ,..., qn} is a basis for S,(K) if and only if { T-‘q, ,..., T’q,} is a 
basis for S,(K). If W(t, A) is a basis matrix then for c = (cl ,..., c,J’ E UP, 
q(t) = W(t, A) c = Cr=, c&t) E S,(K). The following facts are easily proven 
for the matrix W(t, A): 
LEMMA 1. Let B be a nonsingular n x n matrix and set W(t, A) * B = 
W),..., v,(t)) where W(t, A) is a basis matrix. Then {VI(t),..., v,(t)} is a 
basis for S,(K). 
LEMMA 2. If W(j)(O, A) = TAi W(j)(l, A), j = 0, 1 and there exists 
7 E [0, l] such that W-l(-r, A) exists then W(t, A) is u basis matrix. 
LEMMA 3. Fix -r E [0, 11. Then corresponding to each y E UP there exists 
a unique q E s,(K) such that q(T) = y if and only if W-l(~, A) exists for each 
basis matrix W(t, A). 
LEMMA 4. Let n be odd integer. Then W-l(l, A) exists for euch busis 
matrix W(t, A). 
Define the mapping F(H) of C[O, l] into S,(K) by 
where f = (f(~,),...,f(x,))~ and W(t, A) = (qI(t),..., qn(t)) is a basis matrix 
that satisfies: (1) W(l, A) = I, (2) W(0, A) = T and (3) W’(0, A) = 
TAW’(1, A). That such a basis matrix exists follows from Lemmas 1, 2, 
and 4. Observing that f(H) f = TI’(H) f for all f 6 C[O, 11, we have that 
where I[ B /Im denotes the maximum absolute row sum of B. 
Thus, we wish to estimate 
where GPI = {A: A = diag(cll, ,..., or,) with 01~ > 0 for all i and ny=, c~l~ = l}. 
Since the set GZ is in a l-l correspondence with X this is a rephrasing of the 
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minimal periodic quadratic spline projection problem. Thus, Theorem 1 
follows from 
THEOREM 2. Let n be an odd integer. Then 
where A = I is the only global minimum, (A = I is equivalent o equally 
spaced knots.) 
Proof. Suppose W, -4 = (sl ,.-., cm) where qi = (qli ,..., q,Y, 
i = l,..., n. Since t2, (1 - t)“, 2t(l - t) forms a basis for l7, we may write 
each qij(t) = b$i’t2 + b:f’(l - t)2 + 2blj’t(l - t) and hence 
W(t, A) = t2M + (1 - t)” L + 2t(l - t) K, 
where i’kf, L and K are n x n real matrices. Since W(l, A) = I and 
W(0, A) = T we must have 
W(t, A) = t21 + (1 - t)2 T + 2t(l - t) K. 
Differentiating with respect to t, gives 
W’(t, A) = 2tI - 2(1 - t) T + 2(1 - 2t) K 
so that W’(0, A) = -2T + 2K and W’(1, A) = 21- 2K. Thus, K must 
satisfy 
-T+K=TA(I-K). 
Solving for K, using the identities TA = HTH-1 and T*T = I gives 
K = HT(I + T)-l(H-l + T*H-IT). 
Next, observe that since T” = I, 
(If T)(I- T+ T2 - . . . + (- l)fi-1 T-1) = I+ (- I)‘+1 1 = 21 
since n is odd. Thus, 
n-1 
2T(I+ T)-l = I+ C (-l)y-1 p 
"=l 
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and 
2K 
Noting that 
n-1 
= H I + 2 (-l>,-lT” (H-l + T*H-lT). 
V=l 
H = diag(h, ,..., h,) and 
(H-l + T*H-lT) = diag (* + -& ,..., & + -&, & + -&), 
n 
= 
it follows that K has positive entries in all positions where either I or T 
have positive entries. Since t2, (1 - t)” and t(l - t) are nonnegative for 
t E [0, l] we have that 
II w, m2 = IF?& t2 + (1 - O2 + t(l - 0 hij$ (+ + &--)I 
= t2 + (1 - O2 + W - Oil + $2~~ hi) 3 
> t2 + (1 - t)” + 2t(1 - t) * n 
with equally if and only if hj = max,~i~, hi forj = l,..., ~1, 
x?)” + w2 + wm 12 = B(n + 1). I 
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